RBS robbing the very citizens that bailed them out can
it really get any worse

Following on from Steve’s excellent presentation on the APS let us
continue our focus on Rory Cullinan aka Mr GRG

Next I have an internal GRG power-point Rory’s (RBS Bragging
Document) explaining how well they were doing busting customers
and stealing their assets and ahead of plan.

Despite 100’s and 100’s of Suicides stealing SME’s life’s work just look how
well we are doing. From Jan 2009 until the date of this power point 5th
November 2013 we have been able to improve T1 capital ratio by £89k per
minute. That is not a typo £89k for every single minute that is £5,340,000.00
per hour. Ladies & Gents that sickens me.

RBS have always been very sensitive to their Tier 1 capital ratio so
they needed to turn cannibal on their own customers the very
customers that bailed them out.

Performing Loans and T1 in Year 1

Create Default and look how much T1 improves in year 2

So who knew what? Who did I report it to? what was I trying to do
for all the SME’s who have had their life’s work stolen?
Simple I followed the process for whistle-blowers and report it of
course to help the SME’s get redress they deserve.

Let me take you back to the conduct of the current Bank of England
Governor former CEO of the FCA, you will all understand now when I
state based on all that I have, Mr Bailey is the greatest danger to the
financial system and the public. He is simply “The King Of Cover Up”
Let me explain and you can make an informed choice yourself.
Message Received: Sep 03 2016, 01:08 PM
From: "Andrew Bailey" <Andrew.Bailey@fca.org.uk>
To: "markwright@fsmail.net" <markwright@fsmail.net>
<CEOcorrespondence@fca.org.uk>, "Nausicaa Delfas"
<Nausicaa.Delfas@fca.org.uk>, "Karina McTeague" <Karina.McTeague@fca.org.uk>,
<Karen.Jude@fca.org.uk>
Subject: Re: FCA tipping off RBS during a Police investigation into Central File Abuse
Dear Mr Wright
Can I step in and ask that you please direct correspondence to me as Chief Executive
rather than to my colleagues. I am very keen to ensure we have a full account of these
events which is properly documented and from which appropriate conclusions can be
drawn. I was not involved in the events having become Chief Executive at the beginning
of July. I would therefore ask as a first stage that you provide me with copies of the
evidence that you have. I will be transparent with you in explaining how I will organise
reviewing all the evidence but it would assist me greatly at this stage to see the
evidence that you have.
Regards
Andrew Bailey

Ask yourself this why is the CEO of the FCA emailing me on a Saturday lunchtime telling
me to give all my pida disclosures to him ONLY as per his email above?
Answer, He knew I was factually 100% correct with all my pida disclosures so he could
not only control them but keep them buried which to date he has achieved.

Message Received: Sep 10 2016, 09:41 PM
From: "Andrew Bailey" <Andrew.Bailey@fca.org.uk>
To: "markwright@fsmail.net" <markwright@fsmail.net>
Cc: "Karen Jude" <Karen.Jude@fca.org.uk>
Subject: Re: FCA staff Tracey McDermott & Nausicaa Delfas
Dear Mr Wright
Thank you. I am very keen to ensure that we have a full set of information, so while
we may have the PowerPoint presentation in our systems, I would be grateful if you
could send a copy for the sake at least of completeness.
Regards
Andrew Bailey

xxxxxxxxxxxxx@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Feb 28, 2017 at 3:17 PM
Subject: Protected disclosure content for CEO of FCA Mr Andrew Bailey
To: Andrew Bailey <Andrew.Bailey@fca.org.uk>
Cc: Karen Jude <Karen.Jude@fca.org.uk>
apologies for our lack of attention to detail Mr Bailey please confirm that you have all 13
pages? We understand that you are now meeting with Mr Wrights MP, let's hope Our so
called leader Ross McEwan meets with Mr Lamb before you do.
Yours Sincerely
RBS Whistle-Blowers

From: Andrew Bailey <Andrew.Bailey@fca.org.uk>
Date: Tue, Feb 28, 2017 at 4:13 PM
Subject: Re: Protected disclosure content for CEO of FCA Mr Andrew Bailey
To: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@gmail.com>
Cc: Karen Jude <Karen.Jude@fca.org.uk>
Thanks - to be precise, it is 15 slides in all but 13 of substance if the first and last are not
counted (as the title page and disclaimers respectively).

Bailey confirms he has RBS GRG powerpoint, spreadhseets T1
and commentary so knows RBS GRG were deliberately busting
SME’s to steal their life’s work

On 10 Sep 2016, at 15:35, Mark Wright <markwright@fsmail.net> wrote:
Dear Mr Bailey,
Part of another email below with very very Damning content regarding systematic
dysfunctional behaviour that my former employer was up to its neck in and still is. If
you would like me to expand on anything? please do not hesitate to contact me.
If I were advising you right now I would recommend you ask Ross McEwan for the
PowerPoint presentation (Bragging Tool) Mr Cullinan was extremely proud of. If RBS
wont let you see it. I am more than happy to share it with you?
Regards
Mark Wright
========================================
Message Received: Mar 03 2016, 10:09 AM
From: "Mark Wright" <markwright@fsmail.net>
To: "ceocorrespondence" <ceocorrespondence@fca.org.uk>, "tracey mcdermott"
<tracey.mcdermott@fca.org.uk>, nausicaa.delfas@fca.org.uk
Cc:
Subject: Email dated Jan 16 2016, 09:42 AM
Dear Ms McDermott & Nausica Delfas,
Have you considered the above email within the S166 RBS GRG review? If not why
not? or did you just delete without reading?
Yours Sincerely
Mark Wright
RBS Whistle-Blower
some content below from the email dated 16th January which was acknowledged as
read by both Tracey McDermott & Nausicaa Delfas, email activity by

Tracey McDermott & Nausicaa Delfas will no doubt need to be checked as will
phone records.
Your message
To: Tracey McDermott
Subject: Mr De-Souza Conduct & The Rt Hon Norman Lamb MP
Sent: 16 January 2016 09:42:38 (UTC) Dublin, Edinburgh, Lisbon, London
was read on 16 January 2016 10:06:31 (UTC) Dublin, Edinburgh, Lisbon,
London.Your message
Some content below from email dated 16th Jan 2016 Also attached was the
GRG PowerPoint and two spread sheets showing improvement in T1 for
busting viable businesses.
To save time I highlight in red significant intel what I was telling both Acting
CEO Tracy McDermott and Andrew Bailey.
After a review of the various public reports (e.g. Andrew Large, Clifford Chance,
Parliamentary Committee Minutes), it is apparent that a key item is missing which
would not only explain but dictate a strategy for RBS GRG to default customer loans.
This is the benefit in regulatory capital which RBS would achieve by defaulting high
risk but otherwise performing loans within GRG.
Please note the following:
1. Using the Basel 2 regulatory capital formulae and the public information provided
in the RBS Pillar 3 Disclosures, it is possible to demonstrate (arithmetically) that
GRG would achieve a regulatory capital benefit (for Core Tier One Capital ratios)
when defaulting high risk but otherwise performing customer loans. Similarly, once
defaulted, this same calculation would restrict the ability (i.e. via the commercial
rationale) to restructure a loan back to a performing status;
2. Although it has not been reported (anywhere), we know that GRG implemented
'capital tools' through a model and global staff training programme which they used
to determine strategy in respect of customer loan management. Proof is provided by
this individual's public LinkedIn profile: https://uk.linkedin.com/pub/andrewchen/0/694/534 . Despite being named the 'Strategic Delivery Unit' and reporting to
key stakeholders (internal management, external regulators, etc.), none of the
functions of this team have been mentioned to date within e.g. the Clifford Chance
review, Parliamentary Committee questioning of senior employees, etc. Q. Why
not…? A. This model would clearly demonstrate the regulatory capital benefit
achieved by defaulting high risk performing customer loans. Note that RBS are
particularly sensitive to their Core Tier One Capital Ratio for e.g. bank stress testing
etc.;
3. The Clifford Chance review is grossly incorrect and misleading in respect of
statements made regarding financial incentives for GRG (e.g.9.10 to 9.14). In

particular, 9.13 states that "RWA and expected loss requirements would be likely to
increase in the case of defaulted customers". This is completely incorrect: defaulted
loans attract no RWAs. RWAs are held against performing loans to address the risk
of 'unexpected loss'. Once a loan has defaulted there cannot be an 'unexpected loss'
(RWA) component, so RWAs must always decrease for defaulted loans. Similarly,
expected loss requirements do not necessarily increase for defaulted loans. Instead,
when a loan defaults, RBS are required to make a deduction from Core Tier One
Capital for '50% of the excess of expected loss over impairment (net of tax)'. In this
way the Core Tier One Capital deduction is reduced by the amount of the
impairment taken, the applicable corporate tax rate, and the benefit of only allocating
50% of the resultant post-tax excess. It is this treatment of capital deduct
for defaulted loans which provides the regulatory capital benefit. Using simple
arithmetic it can be proven that RBS GRG would be able to improve the bank's
Core Tier One Capital ratio by defaulting customer loans. Furthermore, and in
relation to RWAs, the RBS 2013 Pillar 3 Disclosure document states: "Corporates:
UK property - A decrease, driven by a sharper fall in RWAs than in EAD due to the
disposal of capital-intensive assets in Non-Core and the default of
certain counterparties: defaulted assets attract a zero risk-weight as they are instead
capitalised via a capital deduction". Why did Clifford Chance make such a glaring
error regarding this fundamental banking regulatory capital concept? There cannot
be any reasonable explanation;
RWA’s = Risk Weighted Assets
EAD = Exposure at Default
4. West Register was granted a regulatory capital risk weighting waiver by the FSA
from July 2011 until December 2013 (there is a public letter). This meant the unit
carried a 0% risk weighting. This would further enhance the bank's regulatory capital
position when defaulting high risk performing loans and purchasing the distressed
real estate assets into West Register.

What really sickens me and the following will demonstrate just how toxic this state
owned bank really is. The following is from the GRG & West Register policy &
procedures manual.

If that was not bad enough the next will sicken you even more in fact it is off the
scale.

So you can imagine how an SME’s wife felt when her husband was found laying face
down in the River they had already sent a victory email for stealing his life’s work.

Conclusion based on Steve’s APS
presentation and now this.
STATE SPONSORED THEFT AND IT DOES
NOT MATTER HOW MANY CASUALTIES
THERE ARE. TO THE BOARD OF
NATWEST THEY ARE SIMPLY ACCOUNT
NUMBERS AND SORT CODES, NOT
MUMS, DADS, BROTHERS, SISTERS,
NANS AND GRANDADS JUST AN
ACCOUNT NUMBER. HEARTBREAKING

I now want to move onto very briefly and talk
about Signature Forgery on an industrial scale
at RBS / NATWEST

Let me show you Andrew Bailey when being questioned by Nicky
Morgan about signature forgery when she was chair of the TSC. Watch
Mr Bailey and his body language and response.
You have now heard Mr Bailey state-This is a long SAGA
-Lots of claims we have been provided with evidence I am afraid they
are not supported
-Got in touch with Norman Lamb MP again and its not the first time will
you please we are happy to meet you. Because we have found it very
difficult to meet these people.
-I prefer to reserve judgement until I have seen the evidence we have to
take it very seriously.
-Please do I would welcome that (Whilst Smirking)

What he should have said to Nicky Morgan MP and the TSC if he was
acting with honesty and integrity is.
Mr Wright first gave me the name of the RBS Signature Forgery Trainer
on
From: Mark Wright <markwright@fsmail.net>
Date: Sat, Feb 25, 2017 at 12:55 AM
Subject: Urgent Mr Bailey Only Following disclosures from one of my colleagues
To: andrew bailey <andrew.bailey@fca.org.uk>

Or he could have said an RBS relationship manager WHO WAS
TRAINED in week 1 induction how to lift the customers signature from
the ISV (Image Signature Verification) and forge on to documents was
the second person at RBS to name the same signature forgery trainer
From: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Feb 28, 2017 at 12:52 PM
Subject: Protected disclosure content for CEO of FCA Mr Andrew Bailey
To: Andrew Bailey <Andrew.Bailey@fca.org.uk>
Content Protected Disclosures

Or he could have said that he was chased for a 3rd time before the TSC
hearing by the same relationship manager who gave the name of the
signature forgery trainer in Feb 2017 they quote the same paragraph
highlighting the trainer again as Bailey ignored them like he did me
Date: Sat, Sep 9, 2017 at 8:26 PM
Subject: BBC News
To: Andrew Bailey <Andrew.bailey@fca.org.uk>

Dear Mr Bailey,
With the shocking BBC news last Friday regarding our colleagues in GRG, we thought we
would ask you as CEO of the Financial Conduct Authority what you actually did with the
content of the email below that we sent to you on Tue, Feb 28, 2017 at 12:52 PM?, in
particular part of the final paragraph which we are again highlighting to you only.
"As well as the document attached we would like to make the CEO of the FCA
aware that our former colleague xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx was the RBS Employee in
Mr Wright's region that trained staff to forge signatures onto customer
documents without the SME's consent using the customers ISV. Her husband is
still an RBS employee a xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx however at the time when his wife
was teaching signature forgery he was Regional Director of Commercial
Banking working very closely with another Husband & Wife team at GRG
Cambridge xxxxxxxx & xxxxxxxxxxx who have many story's to tell."
I would hope that you would agree with all of us that when you consider what was going
on in GRG that forging a customers signature is as bad as it get's? hence us asking the
question if you actually shared this intelligence with those who conducted the report
leaked to the BBC? Also did the skilled person's have access to the two spreadsheets
generated by a colleague for certain RBS executives that demonstrates just how quickly
our employer could improve its T1 as long as you distress the right SME's?.

Can it get any worse than this the CEO of the FCA burying a culture at
RBS and NATWEST that drove SME’s to kill themselves? Sadly it can
as we are talking about the most dangerous person in the financial
sector imo Mr Andrew Bailey the current Bank Of England Governor aka
“The King Of Cover Up”
So remembering what Mr Bailey stated to Parliament on the 7th feb 2018
he already had the intelligence to act yet he chose to lie to the entire
Treasury Select Committee instead. He could have also told the TSC
that a meeting was arranged at Sir Norman Lamb’s office when he was
an MP on the 3rd of May 2017, however Bailey cancelled the meeting
Date: 28 February 2017 at 09:59
Subject: FW: For the attention of Andrew Bailey (Case Ref: xxxxxxx)
Dear Mark,
I hope that you’re well.
Andrew Bailey’s office have been in touch to arrange a meeting. Could you please let me
know whether you could make the following date/time: Wednesday 3 May, from 1 until
2pm at Portcullis House, Westminster In addition, please do let me know if you would
like me to extend the invite to anyone else?
A further meeting was arranged by Sir Norman’s office for 25 th Sep 2017

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@parliament.uk>

Wed, Jun 21,
2017, 3:44 PM

to me, steve@middletonfins.co.uk
Hello both,
I’m holding off contacting RBS, but I have rearranged a meeting with Andrew Bailey for
you all, in Norman’s Portcullis House office.
Does the 25th September at 5:30pm suit you?
Best,
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Personal Assistant to the Rt Hon Norman Lamb MP
Liberal Democrat Member of Parliament for North Norfolk

Guess what happened?

Bailey cancelled again

FW: Meeting on 25 September 2017

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@parliament.uk>

Wed, Sep 13,
2017, 11:57
AM

to Steve, me
Dear Mark and Steve,
Frustratingly, Andrew Bailey has postponed the above meeting

My Conclusion based on all the evidence I have on Andrew Bailey is simple when his lips
move he lies. My advice to central banks around the world be on your guard for a man
that is happy to aid Banks in obtaining money via the proceeds of crime as this man now
heads the Bank of England.

Update Broomhead V’s RBS
1) Following 1st RBS attempt to strike out I Steve Middleton and RBS
Senior Relationship Managers provided a witness statement the
story was brilliantly covered by Georgia Edkins Scottish Mail on
Sunday. Georgia is on here perhaps she would kindly provide the
link and pop it in the chat. The Master stated he found the witness
statement troubling and Broomhead survived it took the Master
approx 3 weeks to pass Judgment.
2) RBS go for a 2nd strike out we provide an even stronger statement
with more shocking exhibits the Master takes approx 3 months this
time and disregards all that he took note of in the first Judgment I
will let you guess what may have happened on this occasion.
3) Had RBS not provided fake documents and provided true
contemporaneous at first creation to the court in the original trial
Broomhead would have won his case without question.
4) Natwest are now trying to Bankrupt Broomhead UNLAWFULLY I
might add for costs and take his home.
So we have a state owned Bank bailed out by Broomhead when he had
his successful company they provide fake documents commit perjury
and contempt of court to destroy him. And now have the cheek to
Bankrupt him for costs.

All is not lost though pls see the thread below this is not one of the
whistle-blowers who assisted with witness statements this person works
for the Natwest Group has viewed all exhibits and witness statements
and has gone to the entire board as the employee backs everything we
say and that we are 100% factually correct. Now the entire board are
complicit knowing that what the Group have done to Broomhead is
proceeds of crime perjury and contempt of court.

From: rbsem <xxxxxxxx@protonmail.com>
Sent: 08 April 2021 22:49
To: Lytton, David, (Litigation & Investigations) <David.Lytton@natwest.com>
Cc: Rose, Alison, (CEO NatWest Group) <alison.rose@natwest.com>; Flynn, Patrick
(NED) <Patrick.Flynn@natwest.com>; Wilson, Lena (NED) <Lena.Wilson@natwest.com>
Subject: two simple questions
Mr David Lytton,
1) Why did the Bank withhold every Print Connection Summary Sheet in the Broomhead
disclosure?
2) Confirm that all of the exhibits provided to Alison as Group CEO used against
Broomhead in litigation are all true and original contemporaneous from the time of the
original (first creation)?
I see no reason why you cannot answer these questions immediately.
Thank you

On Friday, 9 April 2021 15:30, Lytton, David, (Litigation & Investigations)
<David.Lytton@natwest.com> wrote:
Dear Sir/Madam
Thank you for your email. We have nothing to add to our previous responses.
Yours faithfully,

David Lytton
Managing Legal Counsel
Litigation & Investigations, LG&RA

david.lytton@natwest.com

On Sunday, 11 April 2021 21:08, rbsem <@protonmail.com> wrote:

David,
That is no answer at all, and I believe gives the impression there is a considerable problem
because Alison has never confirmed why Broomhead had all his Print Connection withheld,
neither has she confirmed that all the documents she was sent personally via the Groups
disclosure used in a court of law are all true and original contemporaneous from the time of
the original (first creation)?
If the Group has not committed fraud is that not something Alison as Group CEO needs to
make clear without hesitation?
I am a Shareholder as no doubt you are, therefore, the risk to Shareholders should Alison be
aiding fraudulent documents being allowed to be used in a court of law would have
catastrophic consequences to all Group Shareholders would you not agree?
I have copied in the entire board now as I and the other whistle-blowers now know that our
Group CEO is happy to condone behaviour by the group in obtaining money via the proceeds
of crime. I would have thought all the board will already be aware of our many
communications since June / July 2020 therefore they must all be complicit to these crimes,
unless of course Alison has denied the board this intelligence. If any board member is
unaware, then please feel free to email me by return and I will forward what you have been
denied access to.
Alison just answer the question?
Thank you.
NO RESPONSE BUT READ RECEIPTS GIVEN
Subject:In interests of share holders
Date:2021-04-12 14:07
From:rbsemp<@protonmail.com>
To:"mark@bankconfidential.com" <mark@bankconfidential.com>
Read receipts so far from
Frank Dangeard Natwest Non Exec Director
Patrick Flynn Non Executive Director
Morten Friis Non Executive Director
Mark Seligman Non Executive Director
David Lytton Managing Legal Counsel

also copied in
Alison Rose CEO
Mike Rogers NED
Robert Gillespie NED
Katie Murray NED
Yasmin Jetha NED
Jan Cargill Group Sec
Howard Davies Chairman
Lena Wilson NED

